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''Tell the truth and don't be afraid." 
Eastern professor makes 
large donation of books 
Geoff Wagner/ Photo editor 
Olivet Jagusah, assistant professor of secondary education and founda· 
tions, loads boxes of book into a truck to be shipped to a Benue State 
University in Nigeria to help update materials. Jagusah has collected 
Items with the help of Eastern students, faculty and local churches. 
By Benjamin Tully Nigeria in January of 2000, 
Ecltor in chief Professor of Education Olivet 
A trip to Nigeria by an Eastern 
professor turned into a mission to 
supply a university with updated 
textbooks. 
Olivet Jagusah, assistant profes-
sor of secondary education and 
foundations, helped to provide 
Benue State University in Makurdi 
with a large donation of books to a 
less fortunate university. 
Jagusah said 35 thousand text-
books, donated by the Eastern 
community, will arrive at the 
University sometime around Sept. 
13. 
The books were loaded into a 
large semi-truck Friday from a 
space at Treasure Island storage 
with the hdp of Eastem's Sigma 
Phi Epsilon fraternity, the Eastern 
Rental bookstore and team, several 
Eastern professors and members of 
three Charleston-area churches. 
The books cost over $4,000 dol-
lars to ship. 
Jagusah said he appreciated the 
help from the Sigma Phi Epsilon 
fraternity who have been assisting 
with the project since last 
September. 
While visiting his hometown in 
Jagusah, visited his friend at Benue 
State. 
Jagusah said he saw that the 
books the university was using were 
outdated. 
Jagusah soon applied for a 
Visiting Assistant Professorship to 
return to work with the university 
during the summer without pay in 
order to hdp heighten the standard 
of education. 
Jagusah said he came to find 
that the main thing Benue 
University needed was textbooks. 
Upon returning to the United 
States, Jagusah met with Elizabeth 
Hitch who was dean of Eastern at 
the time. 
Jagusah also met with the Chair 
of his department, Mahmood Butt 
and asked him to bdp send the 
message that book donations were 
needed. 
Donations poured in and 
Jagusah and Jagusah was able to 
commission help from several 
Charleston sources. 
"This is a one-time thing for 
Eastern .. .I was looking at the pos-
sibility of making it a Charleston 
Rotary Club project in the future,• 
Jagusah said. 
Program to be held at Eastern 
seeks to bridge generation gap 
Felicia Martinez 
Campus/Activities Editor 
This week will begin the 
starr of this year's Elder 
Hostel Program, which is 
designed to help bridge the 
generation gap within the 
family. 
The program is a not-for-
profit organization that 
brings adults over the age of 
55 and their children and 
grandchildren together with 
others from all over the 
United States to participate 
in various bonding activities. 
According to the Eastern 
coordinator, Carolyn 
Woolever of the Consumer 
and Family Sciences 
Department, it's "adventures 
in life long learning." 
The program exists all 
over the United States and 
Canada with a total of over 
10,000 paruc1pants. 
Woolever said the program is 
"America's first and world's 
largest travel programs" for 
older adults. 
Here at Eastern, the pro-
gram will be comprised of 41 
people from 12 states includ-
ing Wisconsin, Florida, New 
York, Oregon, and 
California. 
This year it is an inter-
generational program where 
grandparents and grandchil-
dren come together to partic-
ipate in activities. 
There will be 21 adults 
and 20 children from the ages 
of nine through 12. 
Woolever said each Hostel 
progr3:m focuses on different 
areas and uses experts from 
local areas to put the pro-
gram together. 
At Eastern this year, the 
participants will be visiting 
the Tarble Arts Center and 
Khlem Hall to do crafts such 
as making memory boxes. 
Woolever said this is a way 
for the children and grand-
children to bond. 
"It's an opportunity for 
grandparents to get to know 
the child," said Woolever. 
On Friday, the group 
will visit ROTC for a kid's 
program and some EIU facul-
ty will be assisting the adults 
with communication skills to 
bridge the gap between gen-
erations. 
In addition to coming to 
EIU, they will be visiting the 
Lincoln Log Cabin, Moore 
Home, the Amish 
Countryside and 
Springfield. 
In the state's capitol they 
will see Lincoln's Tomb and 
his home. 
In addition to these 
events, participants will also 
be having dinner with a 
Lincoln imper'lonator. 
Woolever says, "I ts hands 
on learning." 
For more information on 
the Elder Hostel Programs, 
v1s1t their website at 
www.elderhostel.org. 
Event planners say AIDS Ride to end 
CHICAGO (AP) - In 
seven years the Heartland 
AIDS Ride raised more 
than S 15 million for 
AIDS-related causes. 
But shrinking profits 
and an overall lack of par-
ticipation have prompted 
organizers to announce the 
event bas run its last race. 
The annual six-day bicy-
cle trek from Minneapolis 
to Chicago ended Saturday 
at Montrose Harbor. 
Riders expressed sadness 
when learning it would be 
their last time crossing the 
event's finish line. 
"It's so sad and disap-
pointing," said Jim 
Okrasinski, a two-time 
participant from Chicago 
Heights. "A lot of people 
just had their hearts bro-
ken." 
Officials from the AIDS 
charities that benefit from 
t h e ride told about 1,100 
riders late Friday their 
plans to split from Los 
Angeles-based Pallotta 
Teamworks, the event's 
creator and promoter. 
They also said they'll 
put on a ride next year, but 
that it will be a lot smaller 
than previous rides. 
The reason for the split 
pretty much comes down 
to money and interest. 
Participation is down 
almost 500 riders from a 
peak of 1,600 cyclists 
three years ago. Charity 
officials blamed the 
decline on the struggling 
economy, the Sept. 11 
attacks and the apathy that 
events face when they're 
no longer new. 
And charities thought 
they weren't seeing enough 
of the money that was 
coming in. Last year the 
event raised SS. 7 million 
last year, with the charities 
only saw about 35.3 per-
cent of that, officials said. 
The rest of the money 
went to paying the event's 
costs for things such as 
water bottles, foot 
masseuses and Pallotta 
promotional posters. 
Pallotta has been criti-
cized for what some say is 
costly self-promotion in 
exchange for low returns 
to charities. Last year, the 
company's return rate to 
charities involved in four 
2001 AIDS Vaccine Rides 
was just 21.4 percent, 
Pallotta officials said. 
Pallotta spokeswoman 
Janna Sidley said the com-
pany has lowered expenses 
and ceased its self-promo-
tion for this year's 
Heartland AIDS Ride. The 
company also took its 
name off promotional 
items and cut back on the 
number of water bottles, 
brand-name snacks and the 
size of their entertainment 
stages, Sidley said. 
In May, two major bene-
ficiaries of the AIDS Ride 
in Washington, D.C. 
ended their relationship 
with Pallotta amicably. 
However, Pallotta tried 
unsuccessfully in court to 
block two former benefi-
ciaries - the Los Angeles 
Gay & Lesbian Center and 
the San Francisco AIDS 
Foundation from 
putting on their own 
event. 
Earlier this summer, the 
Avon cosmetics company 
stopped sponsoring 
Pallotta's breast cancer 
walks which typically 
att ract more people and 
mo re donations. 
Still, officials from 
Heartland's three umbrella 
AIDS charity groups -
Illinois' AIDS Cycle Inc., 
Wisconsin's AIDS 
Network and Minnesota's 
AIDS Events - said the 
split between Heartland 
A I DS Ride beneficiaries 
and Pallotta was a mutual 
decision. 
"We have an obligation 
to our clients, our donors 
and even our states' attor-
neys general to have a 
solid return on every fund-
raising dollar we spend," 
said Courtney Reid, presi-
dent of AIDS Cycle. 
Now, the charities are 
planning a scaled down 
version of the t r ip fo r next 
year, Reid said. So far, 500 
people expressed inte res t 
in riding next year. 
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Jordan's king says it's 'somewhat ludicrous' to intervene 
in Iraq while Israeli-Palestinian conflict continues 
WASHINGTON (AP) -
;urdan's King Abdullah II 
11uds "somewhat ludicrous" the 
ic...:. of intervention in Iraq 
while the Israeli-Palestinian 
C"nflict has the Middle East in 
turmoil. 
Also, despite speculation in 
Washington and elsewhere. the 
United States is not sending 
troops into Jordan to prepare 
for an invasion of Iraq to oust 
Presid:::nt Saddam Hussein, 
Abdullah said Sunday. 
"That has not happened, and 
I don't think will ever happen," 
Abdullah said on CNN·s "Late 
Edition." 
The chairman of the Senate 
Foreign Relations Committee, 
Sen. Joseph Biden. who plans 
hearings this week about Iraq. 
said he does not expect immi-
nent military action. 
Abdullah, who meets 
·President Bush in Washington 
on Thursday. said be will not 
talk with Bush about any plans 
to attack Iraq. Rather, the king 
will try to advance the idea of 
an international conference to 
find a solution to Israel's bitter. 
decades-long confrontation 
with the Palestinians. He also 
will explain to Bush the 
humanitarian crisis facing the 
Palestinians. 
"Th problem is. trying to 
n the question of Iraq 
t e lack of positive move-
n the Israeli-Palestinian, 
I - :'\rab track seems, al 
this point. somewhat ludi-
crous." the king said. 
Bush and other administra-
tion officials have talked open-
ly of waging a war against Iraq 
with the single purpose of 
achieving a "regime change" 
by removing President Saddam 
Hussein. Bush accuses Saddam 
of supporting terrorists and try-
ing to amass weapons of mass 
destruction in violation of 
commitments he made after 
losing the 1991 Persian Gulf 
War. 
The United States has invit· 
ed six Iraqi opposition groups 
to Washington next month for 
talks about the country's 
future. 
The New York Times report-
ed this month that administra-
tion planners planned to launch 
airstrikes and commando raids 
from Jordan against neighbor-
ing Iraq once Bush gave the 
word to go. Jordan immediate-
ly denied it, even escorting 
journalists on a tour of a desert 
air base to knock down it was 
being upgraded to serve the 
Americans. 
Biden. D-Del., disagreed 
with Abdullah 's assertion that 
dialogue would be a better 
solution in Iraq than violence. 
"Dialogue with Saddam is use-
less," Biden said. 
He said, however. that 
''absent serious provocation by 
Iraq," he does not expect mili-
tary action at least before 
November. 
On Wednesday. Riden open' 
committee hearings that he 
said are not aimed at causing 
trouble with the White House. 
"This is just beginning to 
raise the issue. what's at stake 
here, what's the nature of the 
threat when we go in. and if we 
go in?" Biden said. "Will il 
require tens of thousands of 
troops to be there for three. 
four. five years? These are 
questions the American public 
has a right to have some 
knowledge about." 
As he has previously, Biden 
said Bush should do nothing 
before he lays out to Congress 
his rationale for striking. 
explains his post-Saddam plans 
for Iraq and wins congressional 
support. 
Meanwhile, King Abdullah 
also said: 
-Palestinians have the right 
to decide their own leaders. "l 
think it's unfortunate when we 
get into the cycle of, as out-
siders. trying to decide who 
should be the leaders of other 
people's countries," he said. In 
demanding democratic change 
within the Palestinian 
Authority. Bush decreed that 
Vasser Arafat was unfit to con-
tinue as the authority's leader. 
-Said the Israeli -
Palestinian conflict "has defi-
nitely delayed and hampered 
the international struggle 
against extremism" by making 
it politicalJy impossible for 
Arabs to participate actively. 
M estation victims say pope's 
comments on sex abuse fall short 
TORONTO (AP) 
Advocates for victims of sexual-
ly abusive priests complained 
that Pope John Paul II's first 
public comments Sunday on the 
c: 1cal misconduct crisis 
i.cemed to express more sympa-
th) for clergy than Roman 
Catholics who were molested. 
Janet Patterson of Conway 
Springs. Kan.. said the pope 
should have encouraged those 
gathered for World Youth Day to 
embrace victims as "brothers and 
si~ters m Christ." She blames the 
1999 suicide of her 29-year-old 
on, Eric. on abuse by their 
parish priest when he was 12. 
"I'd like to see a lot more 
atlention put on prior victims 
who are still struggling through 
life. never having the chance to 
live the kind of life they should.'' 
she said in a phone interview. 
In the Mass before an estimat-
ed 800.000 people, the pope said 
the crisis had caused ··a deep 
sense of sadness and shame." He 
acknowledged some priests had 
victimized children, but said 
most clergymen wish to ·•serve 
and do good" and he urged 
} oung Catholics to support them. 
drawing cheers and applause. 
The scandal erupted in 
January in the Boston 
Archdiocese. when Cardinal 
Bernard Lav. acknowledged 
allo\\ ing a pedophile priest to 
remain in parish work. The crisis 
has since spread throughout the 
United States and beyond, 
prompting widespread demand 
for reform within the church. 
About 300 of the 46,000 
priests in the United States have 
been taken off duty this year 
because of sex abuse allegations. 
Law. in brief remarks to the 
media after the Mass, defended 
how he has handled the abuse 
problem, saying his archdiocese 
has taken significant steps to 
improve its response. "If you all 
would look at that, I think you 
would see that," the cardinal 
said. 
Speaking from her home in 
Newton. Mass .. Paula Ford said 
she was pleased the pope had 
acknowledged the scandal. but 
said she felt he missed a key 
chance to provide guidance to 
young Catholics. 
Ford's son. Gregory, is 
among those who have filed 
civil lawsuits alleging abuse by 
the Rev. Paul Shanley, who has 
become one of the centnl fig-
ures in the U.S. abuse crisis. 
Shanley. 71. has been charged 
with molesting boys from 1979 
to 1989 while he was a priest at 
a church in Newton, a Boston 
suburb. 
"The young people there. 
they· re the future of the church. 
I think I would have expected a 
real strong statement of com-
mitment that it would never 
happen again," Ford said. 
David Clohessy. U.S. national 
director of the Survivors 
Network of Those Abused by 
Priests. said the pope should 
have said he was sorry for what 
victims had suffered. 
But Sister Mary Ann Walsh, a 
spokeswoman for the United 
States Conference of Catholic 
Bishops, said the Mass was not 
an appropriate time for apolo-
gies. since most victims are now 
adults and World Youth Day is 
for the youngest members of the 
church. 
"He's speaking to the young 
people and I don't imagine many, 
if any. of these young people had 
been directly affected by sexual 
abuse." she said. 
She also noted that in previ-
ous speeches the pope has called 
abuse a sin and has expressed 
solidarity with victims. 
"He couldn't get any stronger 
than, 'There's no place in reli-
gious life for anyone who abused 
a young person,"' she said. refer-
ring to comments the pope made 
in April at a Vatican meeting 
with American cardinals sum-
moned to discuss the sex abuse 
scandal. 
David Gagnon, director for 
the Survivors Network in 
Canada. said he wished the pope 
had instructed the bishops seated 
on the stage at the Mass to treat 
v1ct11ns with compassion. 
Gagnon had sought a meeting 
v. ith the pope during his visit to 
Toronto but said he received no 
response from Vatican officials. 
''He talked more about good 
pt icsts than he seem to have 
addressed the pain of the issue." 
Gagnon said. "He chose to mini-
mize the crisis and affirm the 
priesthood. which to survivors is 
a very disturbing thing." 
Caihp forecast 
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Explosions at 
liquefied 
petroleum gas 
filling. facjlity;: .. , 
spark blaze 
IZMIT. Turkey (AP) 
Explosions at a liquefied petro-
leum gas filling facility 
sparked a fire that ravaged 
through the unit for three hours 
Sunday and sent thick black 
fumes into the sky, injuring al 
least one person. 
A plant guard who was 
burned was flown to an 
Istanbul hospital, while anoth-
er man suffered smoke inhala-
tion, the Anatolia news agency 
reported. 
At least eight tanks at the 
Akcagaz facility oear the 
southwestern city of Izmi1 
exploded and caught fire. Izmil 
Deputy Governor Ummet 
Kandogan said. 
The fire soon spread to M 
least seven nearb} houses 
prompting authorities to evacu· 
ate 5.000 people from the area 
as a precaution, officials said. 
Firefighters, aided by mili-
tary planes and helicopters, 
dropped water and fire extin-
guishing foam onto the blaze, 
which was brought under con· 
trol after three hours. 
''There were several small 
explosions. followed by fom 
larger explosions," said Yilmaz 
Kucuk, an employee who 
escaped from the plant. "We 
ran to our cars and drove a1Aay 
as fast as we could.·· 
It was unclear what set off 
the explosions, officials said. 
The facility is close 10 
Tupras. Turkey's largest oil 
refinery. but the refinery -
which shot into flames in 1999 
after a devastating earthquab 
in the region - was not in any 
immediate danger. 
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Kilauea volcanic lava flow slows 
VOLCANO, Hawaii {AP) -
Despite warnings against the dan-
ger of noxious fumes and unsta-
ble ground, Kilauea Volcano's 
fiery lava drew hundreds of spec-
tators again Sunday. 
Tourists and residents have 
made Java gazing their nightly 
~igil, their flashlights competing 
with the orange and pink glow of 
!he molten rock. 
Kilauea bas been erupting for 
nearly 19 years, but the latest 
phase is the most dramatic in 
years. It has caused a 3,600 acre 
forest and brush fire. 
Signs warn of danger in the 
steam cloud created as the lava 
pours into the sea, in the instabil-
ity of the bot crust atop lava flow-
ing underground, and in fumes 
from the lava and burning road 
asphalt 
People climbed over old lava 
flows to view the glowing mass 
and its fiery entry into the Pacific. 
Late-night visitors have increased 
in recent days. 
"It's the beauty of the earth 
being born right here," said 
Michael Matsumoto of Oahu. 
Several spectators arrived at 
the sea entry before dawn Sunday, 
including residents David Jordan 
and Steven and Sandra Young. 
All described themselves as 
"lava junkies." Jordan said he 
came at 1 a.m. and stayed until 
after dawn to watch the light 
show. 
"We saw Pele at her best," said 
Cathy Donaldson of Pearl Harbor. 
who was at the lava flow with her 
daughter, Hailey, 4. Hawaiian 
folklore says Pele, goddess of 
fire, resides in Kilauea. 
Jenny Haggerty and her 12-
year-old daughter, Kristen, of 
Poughquaq, N. Y., turned back 
from the heat and fumes, covering 
their faces with scarves. 
"Hopefully, the rest of the 
family won't be in the obituar-
ies," Jenny Haggerty said. "I got a 
little nervous when l saw the lava 
bubbling up in front of us." 
The lava is creating new black-
sand beaches along Big Island's 
southeast shore and extending 
Volcanoes National Park by sev-
eral acres each week. The latest 
massive breakout of lava from 
Kilauea began on May 12 and 
reached the ocean last week. 
Illinois corn growers 
hoping for rain soon 
OMAHA. Ill. (AP) - Some 
Illinois com growers are worried 
that a dry July - coming at a 
criti ~ fb "lfta.6ts · :growing 
cycles - could leave crops 
severely damaged. 
This summer, farmers in the 
southeastern part of the state 
have been plagued by scorching 
heat and little rain. Despite 
reports the region was to see 
some rain Friday, there were 
only sparse showers. 
"We could get two inches of 
rain today and ic wouldn't do 
much good," said Bricem Cox, 
who farms about 3,800 acres in 
Gallatin County. "We needed it 
two weeks ago, and we dido 't 
get it then, either." 
Now, much of the corn 
throughout southern Illinois 
starts out green at the top and 
blends into brown at the bottom, 
burned by the weather, Cox said. 
On the year, the area includ-
ing Edwards, Gallatin, 
Hamilton, Saline, White, 
Wabash and Wayne counties 
actually has had more precipita-
tion than normal. But it's down 
about l.62 inches for July. 
"It's been a mix," said Walt 
Townsend, a Wayne County 
farmer. "Some folks up in the 
northwest corner of the county 
got 5 inches one night last week. 
We got six-tenths of an inch 
here, and only two-tenths down 
at another place." 
Many crop yields may have 
already been hurt because of the 
drought-like conditions, said 
Dennis Epplin, a University of 
Illinois extension educator in 
Mount Vernon. 
"The farmers who planted 
late are entering a critical peri-
od," Epplin said. 
Corn begins its pollination 
cycle during the coming weeks, 
Townsend said. "They need 
some substantial rains.·· 
Still, Townsend said he thinks 
the crops can recover with rain. 
"It's essentially stopped rain-
ing," Townsend said. "A lot of 
us just can't buy a good storm." 
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Rescued miners had vowed 
to 'live or die as a group' 
SOMERSET, Pa. (AP) - The 
nine coal miners who were rescued 
from a cramped, flooded shaft 
Sunday decided early in their 77-
hour ordeal that they would "live or 
die as a group," tying themselves 
together so all their bodies would 
be found if they drowned. 
They also scrawled last mes-
sages to loved ones as they huddled 
together to keep warm 240 feet 
below the Earth's surface. 
"l didn't think I was going to see 
my wife and kids again," a teary-
eyed Blaine Mayhugh told 
reporters, hours after being pulled 
out of the Quecreek Mine in west-
ern Pennsylvania. 
He, his father-in-law and the 
seven others were stuck for more 
than three agonizing days, often in 
darkness, after water from an aban-
doned, water-filled mine flooded 
the shaft where they were working. 
A desperate rescue operation 
that included more than 150 work-
ers, tons of heavy equipment and 
18 medical helicopters finally paid 
off when rescuers reached the min-
ers Sunday morning and pulled 
them up a narrow shaft, one by one, 
in a yellow cylindrical capsule. 
Though they were covered in 
coal dust and their heavy-duty 
clothes were soaked through, the 
miners emerged in surprisingly 
good physical condition. 
'1f you were to meet any of 
these guys on the street right now, 
you would not know that they were 
trapped in a cavern full of water for 
three days," said Dr. Russell 
Dumire, a trauma surgeon at 
Conemaugh Memorial Medical 
Center. where six of the men were 
taken. 
One of the miners was in a 
decompression chamber after 
experiencing early symptoms of 
the bends, an excruciating condi-
tion caused by sudden changes in 
pressure, Dumire said. Two others 
were under observation, including 
Mayhugh's father-in-law, Thomas 
Foy, 51. 
Foy told family members "he'll 
never go underground again." said 
his daughter, Tonya Butler, 26. 
At the White House, President 
Bush "was thrilled to know that all 
of the miners had been rescued," 
spokesman Scott Stanzel said. 
The miners bad two working 
lights but saved them for forays 
into the shaft. Mayhugh, 31, said 
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the men were "snuggling each 
other, laying up against each other, 
sitting back-to-back to each other, 
anything to produce body heat." 
The miners also huddled around 
a pipe funneling down warm air. 
The miners, Dumire said, 
"decided early on they were either 
going to live or die as a group." 
Around noon Thursday, 
Mayhugh asked his boss for a pen 
when the water in the shaft was ris-
ing. "I said, 'I want to write my 
wife and kids to tell them I love 
them,"' said Mayhugh, choking 
back tears. 
By 10:16 p.m. Saturday, res-
cuers had bored through the ceiling 
where the miners were trapped. 
The breakthrough let workers drop 
a telephone and confirm they were 
alive. 
One of the miners reportedly 
requested chewing tobacco. As a 
result, Conemaugh hospital was 
inundated with chewing tobacco 
though doctors wouldn't immedi-
ately allow it, or the beer some 
miners requested, for fear of dehy-
dration. 
At the hospital, hunger overtook 
the miners, who "pretty much 
devoured anything that was put in 
front of them" - doughnuts, sand-
wiches, soup and coffee, Dumire 
said. 
David Hess, secretary of the 
state Department of Environmental 
Protection, promised a joint feder-
al-state investigation to help deter-
mine why underground maps 
apparently showed the abandoned 
Saxman Mine some 300 feet away 
from where the miners were work-
ing. 
The first miner was puJled 
through the 26-inch wide hole at 
about 1 a.m. Sunday - to the wild 
applause of rescuers. His com-
rades emerged in roughly 15-
minute intervals. with the last one 
appearing at about 2:45 a.m. Some 
had chipped American flag decals 
on the sides of their helmets. 
The first to come out, 43-year-
old Randy Fogle, had reported 
feeling chest pains in the mine. 
Hospital officials said he has a his-
tory of heart problems and would 
remain hospitalized until at least 
Monday. 
The miners surprised medical 
personnel who bad prepared to 
treat them for symptoms of 
hypothermia or the bends. 
Decompression chambers, ambu-
lances and 18 helicopters were at 
the scene 55 miles southeast of 
Pittsburgh. 
After word came the men were 
alive, the Sipesville Fire Hall. 
where the families of the men had 
been gathering: erupted in celebra-
tion. 
Though the miners had not 
been heard since Thursday 
because of the noise of rescue 
equipment, mmmg company 
spokesman John Weir said they 
"were tapping the whole time they 
were down there." 
The rescue attempt transfixed 
the nation and the region, a rural 
are1t4vhere the hijacked Flight 93 
crashed on Sept 11. • 
The miners became trappetl 
about 9 p.m. Wednesday, when 
they inadvertently broke into an 
abandoned, water-filled mine that 
maps showed to be 300 feet away. 
Mayhugh said a 4-foot wall of 
water - as many as 60 million 
gallons - came c.rashing through 
the breached wall. "We tried to 
outrun it, but it was too fast," he 
said. 
But they were able to warn a 
second crew, which escaped. 
''They are the heroes. If not for 
them, there'd be dead bodies," said 
mine worker Doug Custer, among 
the group who escaped. 
The trapped miners spent 
roughly five hours in the water, at 
one point attempting to break 
through another wall to try to bring 
the water level down. Instead, the 
level rose, forcing them to swim in 
their heavy miners' clothes, 
Mayhugh said. 
Drilling a rescue shaft to the 
men, who ranged in age from early 
30s through early 50s, began more 
than 20 hours after the accident 
when a drill rig arrived from West 
Virginia. Drilling was halted early 
Friday morning because a 1,500-
pound drill bit broke after hitting 
hard rock about l 00 feet down. 
delaying the effort by 18 hours. 
A second rescue sbaft was start-
ed, and it wasn't until Saturday 
that measurable progress was 
being made on both shafts. 
Mayhugh's wife, Leslie, said 
she prayed throughout the ordeal. 
"l knew I couldn't lose my dad and 
my husband. I just knew it. It was-
n't their day," she said. 
Mayhugh said he "feels great" 
physically. "But emotionally ... it's 
going to take time to heal." 
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Charity part 
of learning 
Let's face it, college is a time for all of us to be self-
ish. 
We have counselors fussing over us to make sure we 
are taking all the correct classes. 
We live in an environment that is designed to com-
ply with our lives. 
We complain about parking, having to walk, being 
broke and having too much homework to do. 
It's only natural to look out for ourselves right now. 
Sometime's it is a matter of survival. 
It's easy to get intranced with yourself in college, but 
charity events around campus prove life isn't all about 
you. 
Think of others College is also an oppor-tunity to seek out ways of not 
being selfish. 
One recent act of selfless-
ness was the recent collabora-
tion between a member of the 
faculty, students and members of the community to 
donate books to University in another country. 
Now, thanks to them, less fortunate students will be 
able to utilize updated textbooks. 
\Vhile we "re getting ourselves together we should 
realize life won't always be about us. 
College should not only be an opportunity to get 
yourself together, but is also a chance to learn what it 
means to help someone else. 
Today's quotes 
Selfishness is the greatest curse of the human race 
William Ewart Gladstone 
1809-1898 
I had to grow old to learn what I wanted to know, 
and I should need to be young to say well what I 
know. 
Joseph Joubert 
1754-1824 
'' • The editorial is the majority opinion of The Daily Eastern Nows 
editorial board. 
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Drivers, beware of the lie that is .08 
I would like to clarify some- me to step out of the vehicle. thing for everyone who has He ran me through every ever had a drink and driven "If you're driving, test known to man inclUding their car. two field breathaliurs. I passed 
Fust of all. I understand most remember even a everyone with 6ying~lors, but 
people who drink have driven to shot of cough soon found myself being hand-
a resraurant and driven back cuffed. 
home having had a few drinks syrup can get you My car was towed, my 
a DUI.,, with dinner. friend was forced to walk home 
Alright, now here comes the Benjanln Tully and I was brought to the sta-
dirt on me. Editor in chief tion for the official test. 
I remember it was the day I blew a .049 which is a 
after Thanksgiving last year. I ----------------little more than half the legal limit 
had spent the day tearing out 1 1'2 inch thick tile with my of .08. The testing officer told my arresting officer the 
brother. results with a look of scrutiny. 
The stuff wao; horrible, we had mini jack-hammers yet it My arresting officer soon told me he was going to give 
still took every ounce of strength. A floor that would usual- me a DUl anyway. 
ly take us two hours took six. I asked how that was possible and he told me it is officer 
Afterward, like a true blue collar worker-I wanted a beer! discretion. 
I went home. Some of my oldest friends were having After eight months of stressing out and $1.500, my 
band practice in the warehouse of a publishing company. I lawyer managed to get the charged reduced to reckless dri-
frequently sat in on drums for a few songs whenever I was ving with one year court supervision. 
in town. I'm pissed to say the least. It has fostered a mistrust of 
We got a pina and some beer before heading over to the police officers that I don't believe I'll ever get over. I used 
practice. I had one beer, because I was planning to drive. to defend police officers when people would say they hate 
We got to the warehouse, started playing and having a them. but I think I can understand now. 
few beers: I had two total. I could have gotten this thrown out of court. but it 
Practice ended hours later and we decided to go for would've cost twice as much and I don't have the funds to 
some bar food and a night cap at a local pub. go against the system. 
I had two beers there and an order of hot wings. plus If you're driving, remember even a shot of cough syrup 
three glasses of water. can get you a DUL 
I felt sober as a judge and took off on the road with my Ignore every .08 advertisement you ever saw, because in the 
best friend to head home. end it is officer discretion. 
The police in my hometown arc notoriously harassing, If I learned anything it's that officers have the discretion 
so when I noticed I was being followed I got nervous. of a Nazi general and we pay the price for it. 
Next thing I knew, I was being pulled over. I hadn't 
taken the tint off my windows since buying my car in 
Florida. The ofllcer asked where I had been and I told him 
we came from the bar. He, like the jerk he was, then asked 
• Benjamin Tully is a Journalism major and a columnist for The 
Daily Eastern News. His e-mail address isbtully@eiu.edu 
Columns are the opinion of the author. 
Why oh why, Generation Y? 
By Jeff Miller 
Congratulations, students! If you 
didn't know it already, you're all offi-
cially members of Generation Y. 
Until recently, I thought we were all 
late-blooming Generation X-ers, but 
evidently, the people who decide to 
make these classifications felt it was 
time for a new group to be named, 
recognized and lumped together. 
I don't know about the rest of )'OU, but 
I think this is terrific. Fmally we've 
broken free of the mocha-drinking, 
anti-nuptial and generally apathetic-
toward-everything stereotype that our 
immediate predecessors did such a 
wonderful job of getting themselves 
railed into. 
Now is the time for Generation Y. 
But what a weak title for as important 
a sociological stereotype as we are. 
The Baby Boomers are getting lazy in 
their old age. They're the ones who 
name us young people, right? 1 sup-
pose, when any ~up dominates a 
nation for 40 yean;, it can do whatever 
it wants. 
But come on - Generation Y? What 
does that mean? ls that all we are -
just the next barely recognizable group 
after Generation X? Does that mean 
my kids are going to be Generation Z? 
And then what about my grandkids? 
Do we, since I'll be part of the group 
that gives the names out by then, start 
all over? ls Jeffiey Conrath Miller III 
going to be in Generation A or some 
otherwise pointlessly named group? 
Come on! 
But students, knowing you've now 
been classified as a mindless body. 
<lun't think yuu have to do anything 
differently. Don't try to be individuals. 
EDITORIAL BOARD 
BENJAMIN TUU.Y Editor in chief 
ERICA FOCTZ News editor 
Guest View 
My advice for the members of our 
generation is to learn all the attitudes 
and behaviors you're required to be 
familiar with and exemplify these with 
a gusto unseen by the Baby Boomers 
and Generation X. 
For example, go to college forever. 
Don't leave. Take as much time as you 
need; there are always more degrees to 
be had. And don't call your friends on 
the phone or hang out with them in 
person; just chat with them on AOL 
or Yahoo. Continue to debilitate your 
interpersonal skills. 
In fact, never leave the house. Do all 
your shopping online and. if you're 
white, fake bake or get some tanning 
lotion 'vith plenty of Vitamin E (or Y, 
I suppose) to make it look as though 
you see the light of day regularly. 
Watch MTV and all the reality-based 
television you can possibly fit into your 
schedule. Let the Baby Boomers, who 
have created these things, tell you how 
to look and act, and let them tell you 
what's real. 
Go out on dates with three or four 
people at a time and eliminate them 
one by one. Marry a millionaire, if you 
can beat out the competition. Watch 
Entertainment Tonight and the Rivers 
girls on the E! channe~ so you can 
pattern your lives as accurately as pos-
sible after these stars we're obsessed 
with. And learn other important 
lessons in life that are presented to you 
as you suck up all the other bastions of 
crap created expressly for Generation 
X,andnowY. 
It's so strange that people get paid 
money to think about crap like this. 
There are going to be thousands of 
books written about GenerationY.ifil 
just like with Generatio~ X W~,....rt 
eventually going to have our own 
Janeane Garofalos representing us (like 
Britney Spears, I guess). Hell, Rohert 
F. Kennedy Jr. just spoke to the under-
graduates about what it means to be a 
member of this exclusive generariorutl 
club. Generation Y will make notable 
cultural and societal impacts - evi-
dently no different than those made by 
Generation X. 
Why do people subscribe to all this 
garbage? I can't believe, just because I 
happened to be born in 1980, l am 
going to be viewed in a certain light by 
the rest of America. The way I live is 
going to be assimilated into an image 
of an entire age group. 
For what purpose and to what end 
must we as humans and Americans 
classify everything, lumping ourselves 
together into little groups by race, age 
or class standing? There is absolutely 
no reason to do that - none. 
It seems we do it just so people who 
have college degrees beginning with 
soc- or anthro- can make monev and 
talk about "diversity" until no o~e can 
remember what the hell that word 
even means. 
In the end, Generation Y is just 
another group of Americans. We, like 
Generation X and the Baby Boomers, 
just want to be filthy rich and worry-
free. That's the real :American Dream. 
We're just the next batch of raw do 
to go into the oven. 
Generation Next, 1 r.up~ M.lr.ed in 
the USA 
JASON LAGENBAHN Administration editor 
AMBER WIWAMS As.wciate news editor 
FEUOA MARTINEZ Campus editor 
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P ministers get what they came for -
romise of U.S. help in delivering international aid 
WAS~ (AP) - So 
are DOl old binds at beiDg on 
wodd~ 
Afghan DJinistas who visited 
· for a rec:onstruction 
"t last ~ wae thrown off 
t by American habits such as 
et luncheons and photo 
"ties. 
'Ibey had to win& it, but they 
what they came for: a promise 
the United States would prod 
rest of the world to ante up 
for Afghan recovery. 
1be miniwn darted back and 
between Georgetown 
. ersity, ~ their nwtinp 
held, and official 
isbilngtQo. wbeie the pronmes 
made. They bad been al wort 
a maaer of hours when they 
thamelves at the White 
posing for picbm!s with 
"dent Bush. 
"I think the road ahead of us is 
easy, or the ~est one," for. 
minister Abdullah told 
afterward. "But we are 
about the future of 
· tan. which will be one 
future." 
The next day, Abdullah was 
· beside Secretary of State 
· Powell as Powell said U.S. 
· s were leaning on other 
·es to make good on their 
ial commitment to 
· stan "and send it as soon 
possible. because the need is 
.. 
not yet up to speed on the finer 
poin1s of diplomacy. "We are com-
ma from 24 yealS of war." be 
explained at one point 
But really, wbo tan care about 
clip-on micropliones m wbedler a 
ttanslator is available, when you 
are taJkin& about rebuilding your 
country from scratch? 
Certainly not reconstruction 
minister Mohammed Amin 
Pa!bana. 
Parbana did not wait fm an 
interpreter during a session on 
COIDJDelCe and uade. He stood up, 
launched into fluent Farsi and 
drew several blank stares from bis 
Imply American audieoce. 
"Is there ID inlerpreurl" asked 
Ach"b Farbadi. economic affairs 
direct« fCll' the foreign ministry. 
None appeared. Falhadi stepped 
up to lrlDSlate. 
One person in the "audience 
asked tQ bear Farbang in Farsi. so 
someone banded Farbang a clip-
on microphone. A bit irked by the 
interruption, Farbang held the 
microphone for a few seconds, 
then clipped it to Fmhadi's lapel 
and kept talking. 
Not that Farbang was unpol-
ished. He has a Ph.D. in econom-
1 ics from a German university, 
taught at the University of Kabul 
and. in the late 1970s, spent two 
years in prison for criticizing the 
communist regime in power at 
that time. 
Farbang was simply caught up 
in mating the case for rebm1dng a 
dm.en villages for refugees wbo 
retumed to find their homes were 
gone. Right DOW, they are setting 
up camp in Kabul, the Clpifal. and 
OCber cilies, be said. 
"As a result, slums are being 
formed. We have appealed to the 
international community to help 
us with this. Nothing has been 
done," Farbang said. "The popular 
feeling among Afghans is one 
more time, we will be forgotteh." 
Humanitarian aid is good, 
Parblng said, but ""Ibis makes the 
people lay." It is time for the ftlSl 
of the wodd to send in recoastruc-
tion money, be said, mnjndjng lbe 
group, "Two weeks ago, the 
Germans delivered material for 
road construction." 
In fact, there was a lot of praise 
for the German government in 
these quarters. 
When he rose to give a lml-
cheon keynote speech under ID 
air-conditioned tent on the 
Georgetown University campus, 
Abdullah said the scene reminded 
him of the loya jirga. or grand 
council. which set up the current 
Afghan government 
"It took place under an air-coo-
ditioned tent donated by 
Germany." Abdullah said. 
"Dinner was not served, mind 
you. and music was not there, but 
it was a big event" 
Sharief Payez, minister of 
higher education. made a request 
th8t "only the United States can 
do" - help set up a nationwide 
program ~teach Afghans to speak 
English. Afghans will be better 
prepared to enter the global work 
force "when our libraries are filled 
with English books," Fayez said. 
''We need thousands of teach-
ers," Fayez said. "You don't need 
a master's degree. You can be a 
graduate of 12th grade." 
ColDJQel'Ce minister Sayed 
Mustafa Kazimi was a bit 
smoother. Smiling broadly, he 
made economic redevelopment 
sound almolt too euy. The oppor-
bJDitieS in Afghanistan are diverse 
and mnple. be said, "now dial we 
are haviDa a UWpllenl sylfaD of 
gowmmeat." 
But lbat quictlJ &1tve way 10 a 
sttaigbl sales pitch on behalf of 
Afghan carpet makers. 
"They have returned to 
Afghanistan with good designs," 
Kazimi said. "Our carpets are 
good quality and have the ability 
to compete." 
Tine wlldlllld flratl-1-illled 
lllm aaglne rolls 1nto • llll• 
PORl'LAND, Ole. (AP) - A 
fire engine fipt;na wildfires in 
the KlamadJ National Forest 
tumbled 800 feet off a steep, dirt 
road into a ravine Sunday, killing 
three fuefighten, officiala said. 
Two others survived the 
plunge and were airlifted to the 
Mercy Medical Center in 
Redding, Ca., said Brian Harris, 
a the U.S. Forest Service 
spokesman. Their conditions 
were not known. 
The five firefighters were 
returning from a 620-acre fire 
near the extreme nonhern 
California town of Happy Camp 
at about 2 a.m. when the truck 
rolled 'Off the ravine, he said. 
"Indications are they rolled in 
the worst possible place. It's safe 
to say they rolled the entire 800 
feet," over rocky and partially 
wooded terrain, he said. 
The about 400 firefighters 
working the fires retreated 
Sunday and let the blaze bum 
unchecked, Harris said. No 
homes were threatened. The 
deaths brought to 12 the number 
of firefighters killed while fight-
ing blazes in the West this sum-
mer. 
Meanwhil~ a wildfire near 
the Columbia River port town of 
The Dalles haf grown to 12,000 
acres Sunda~ and burned to 
within inches of some rural 
buildings. 
Crews bad the fire ilbout 55 
percent conMiDe4l mat ... 
wind periodicalfy ticbcl up the 
flames. 
'"The fire is condnuing to 
pole" aeriGas coallOl problelllle 
sud Pea Fottet. an Oaeaoa 
Depmtmenl of Podltry informa. 
tion officer. 
The blaze grew by 3,000 
acres during the night, officials 
said. 
Residents of 250 homes had 
been urged to evacuate since the 
lightning-started fire flared 
Thursday and spread into rural 
subdivisions about duee miles 
south of 1be Dalles. In some 
places, flames burned to within 
2 miles of town. 
Stiff wind pushed the fire 
toward Bonneville Power 
Administration power lines dur-
ing the night, Poster said. 
The power lines might have 
to be switched off if dense 
smoke threatens to create short 
circuits between the wires and 
the ground, endangering fire-
fighters, she said. 
Two outbuildings bad burned. 
Fire managers said Sunday 
they hoped to stop the fire from 
creeping down a hillside toward 
'lbe Dalles. However, the town 
was not considered threatened. 
In California's Sierra Nevada, 
a blaze in and around Giant 
Sequoia National Monument bad 
grown to 66,000 acres Sunday, 
after burning an additional 1,600 
acres during the nighL 
The ancient sequoia trees 
weren't completely safe but fire-
fighters had minimized the 
threat, said fire information offi-
cer Jill Slater. 
"They're really getting a han-
dle on it," she said. 
The wildfire was 30 percent 
contained. 
There was no telling when 
residents evacuated from 
Ponderosa. Johnsondale and 
.,_ areas near the sequoias 
=
Ible to ...... file ofti-
~~10....,.. 
and 2bb were tbteat-
...., 
A~-..~ ~-~ttiliag· ~ .. 130 iliileil DOdb of 
Loi AngMi~cooting owr 
an illegal campfhe. 
Thirty..,. ~ fires still 
acdve on Sqnday around the 
West and in Alasta bad burned 
about 491,000 acres, the 
National Interagency Fire Center 
reported. 
tate licensing board not told about criminal probe of doctor 
Dr. Bharat Bani, secrewy for 
licensing board, said autbori-
should have alerted the board 
Dr. Jong Bek sometime dur-
the four years he was under 
vestigation for patient deaths 
~ption drug OVerdoses. 
The licensing board approved a 
90-day emergency suspension of 
Bet's medical license Thursday. 
Bet. 61, of Clicago is being 
held without bond in the Lake 
eo.y jail after being charged 
with two counts of felony m1 oder 
and two counts of dealing in a con-
trolled subslance. 
Bet's attorney has said bis 
client did not break any laws by 
prescribing the drugs. 
Barai, who is medical dilector 
of the Oncology lnslitute at The 
Methodist Hospitals in Lake 
County, said tbe licensing board 
did not need the same proof crimi-
nal investigators require to take 
action. 
"How did this damn thing go on 
for four years?" Bani said. "We as 
a board have a responsibility to get 
these kind of guys out quietly." 
Sharing information about the 
investigation of Bek could have 
jeopardiml the case, said Staci 
Schneider, a spokeswoman for the 
swe aaomey general's office. 
"We need to be aware of the 
intricacies in a criminal investiga-
tion and make sure in the best way 
possible that Ibis person isn't a 
AD\flll'IUL.ONIAD 
INTHIDIM 
CLUSlfllDWILL 
MW ... WNI 
danger to the public," Schneider 
said. "If it means waiting a little 
longer, I tbinlc that's the way to 
go." 
Sbe said 1be llUOrDey general's 
office did not learn about the 
invesdgatioa until August 2001, as 
the Stale police camie close to seek-
ing charges. 
Sdme.ider said if the licensing 
board had taken action against 
Bet. be might not have stopped 
dispensing drugs. 
"We definitely wanted to main-
tain the integrity of the investiga-
tion done criminally," sbe said. 
"An administrative action is a 
whole different animal. It could 
have harmed the investigation. 
Band questioned the motive of 
investigators. 
"Are we inlelattd in trying 
someone and puaing them in jail 
or saving people from him?" Barai 
said. 
Authorities said Bek provided 
pills to two men who traveled to 
his Gary clinic to buy prescription 
drugs. The men died after mixing 
those drugs with heroin. If convict-
ed, Bek faces up to 1S8 years in 
prison. 
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Can Bring 
you 
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~pJ!C••lf••••II~ iiY iv1ontn Lease .. 
: 1808 S. 9th St. : 
• Behind Campus Police • 
: Single & Shared Rooms : 
• Female House • 
• Mates Wanted • 
:Au Utilities Included!: 
: Completely Furnished : 
• 31/2 Baths Iii 
• Covered Party Patio • 
.. .. 
= c .. .. 
• 5 Bedroom House • 
: 12 Month Lease : 
M 1020 lst St. Iii 
M House Mates Needed- All • 
: Single Rooms, Guys or : 
• Girls • 
: Both Have A/C, WID : 
• Attached I Car Garage • 
• Dan 345-3273 • 
.. .. 
.. .. 
!"... ••••••••• ~ 
~jfil H~i~IB ~~nIB 
150 9 S. 2nd 
J ~ID fDnooA~IB. 
~u~rwwU@n~ 
~l~to~~~ 
Rent~ ww ~ ~~w ~er ~er&ln 
Call 346~ 3583 TODAY! 
NO MORE 
Waiting in Line 
for the 
Bathroom 
NEW 3&4 BEDROOM 
2 BATH LARGE APTS. 
DSL INTERNET 
WASHER and DRYER 
INCLUDED 
$225-250/ PERSON 
348-1067 
For rent 
Nice looking, 5 BR house. 
Washer/Dryer, new carpet. Call 
348-1232 or 345-7993. 
7/24 
Clean, 2 bedroom, 2 bath. 
Furnished with washer and dryer, 
close to campus, no pets. 345-
9267 
7/24 
Perfect for One person! House 
w/ Private Parking $250/Month. 
345-3411 
7/3 1 
NICE INSULATED HOME 
WITHLARGEYARDFOR4 
OR 5. 2 BATHS. ALL APPLI-
ANCES INCLUDING WASH-
ER/DRYER. PARTIALLY FUR-
NISHED. TRASH INCLUDED. 
2 BLOCKS FROM EIU. NICE 
NEIGHBORHOOD. CALL 345-
7530. 
7/31 
Half Price. 3 bedroom apart-
ments. 345-1266 
7/31 
Nicely furnished two bedroom 
house. Pool table. $260 each for 
2. water, trash paid. 348-0288. 
7/31 
Large 4 Bedroom house available 
for Fall 2002. $225/person. 503 
Harris. 897-6266. 
7131 
1-4 person rental units available 
for Fall 2002. 897-6266. 
713 1 
Apts. available Aug. 2002 behind 
EIU police. 1812 9th. 3 bed 1 
bath. 4 bed 2 bath. Locally 
owned. 12 month lease. New 
W/D, parking lot. Very nice and 
clean. Call for appt. Leave mes-
sage. 348-0673. 
7/31 
Available now 2 nice 2 bdrm. 
mobile homes. $295-395. call 
345-7701or234-8774. 
7/31 
Versatile, economical, apts priced 
for I or 2 or 3 persons. 345-
4489, Wood Rentals, Jim Wood, 
Realtor. 
7/31 
2BR aptS for 2 persons. Great 
locations, low prices. $190-
230/person. 345-4489, Wood 
Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor. 
7/31 
One person apts. All shapes, 
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For rent 
sizes, prices. 345-4489, Wood 
Rentals. Jim Wood, Realtor. 
7/31 
Brinany Ridge Townhouses for 2-
5 residents. All appliances, ale. 
345-4489, Wood Rentals, Jim 
Wood, Realtor. 
7/31 
Faculty. Staff, Grad StudentS-1 &2 
BR apts. in quiet buildings. 
From $325. 345-4489, Wood 
Rentals. Jim Wood, Realtor. 
7/31 
Nice Large 7 bdrm house near 
campus. 2 baths, W/D, D/W, 
Plenty Parking. $245 each. 345-
6967 
7/31 
4 responsible students to rent 
very large home. 5 minutes dri-
ving time to campus. $300/per-
son. Must sign lease. Call 348-
8942. 
8/1 
2 bdrm apartment for rent. Cl A 
off street parking. 1 block from 
campus. Call after 5. 345-9636. 
8/1 
Very Nice two and three bdrm. 
apls. with W/D, I block from Old 
Main. $200 per person. 345-
4368 or 348-8792. 
8/30 
2 bedroom apts, fum/unfurn, nice 
aptS, great locations. No Pets. 
From $200/per person/mo. 345-
7286 
00 
3 bedroom apt. new kitchen w/ 
dishwasher, microwave, cent air, 
laundry, very nice. No pets 345-
7286 
00 
Need female roommate for 6 
bdrm house. Extra nice, hard-
wood floors, full basement, new 
kitchen, dishwasher, w/d, central 
air. parking. close to ElU. 345-
7286 
00 
No more waiting in line for the 
bathroom. New 3 & 4 BR, 2 bath 
large apts. DSL Internet, W ID 
included. $225-$250/person. 348-
1067. 
00 
3 BDRM DUPLEX. AVAIL-
ABLE AUGUST. 2 BLOCKS 
FROM CAMPUS, WASHER 
AND DRYER INCLUDED. IF 
YOU WANT NEW, NICE AND 
CLEAN LIVING CALL 348-
1067. 
00 
ALL GALS: Very clean, 2 BR 
furnished apt. Water, trash, laun-
dry room, all included for 
$260/mo. on the comer, 111 2nd 
st. Right next to park. Day: 235-
3373. Evening: 348-5427 
00 
Sleep in and walk to Buzzard 
from 2020 10th st. Only 3 2BR 
Apts left. Lincoln wood Pinetree 
Apartments. 345-6000. 
00 
NICE. NEWLY REMODELED 3 
BEDROOM APARTMENTS. 
RENT AS LOW AS $250/PER-
SON. FURNISHED. SUPER 
LOW UTILITIES. 345-5022 
00 
A 3 BR Duplex Apt. W/D, water 
and trash included. $225 each, 3 
people. Available June 1st. Not 
close to campus. 232-0656. 
For rent 
00 
Leasing for Fall 2002. Several I 
bedroom apts, efficiency ap1s and 
a 3 bedroom house all within 
walking distance to Eastern. Call 
348-0006 
00 
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS: 
2 BR townhouse apartment. 
Furnished. Trash pick-up includ-
ed. 2 blocks from campui.. Call 
348-0350 
00 
AVAILABLE JANUARY 2002: 
LARGE 2 & 3 BEDROOM 
APARTMENTS LOCATED 
NEXT TO THE BUZZARD 
BUILDING. RECENTLY 
RECARPETED. FOR LEASING 
INFORMATION CALL 348-
0157 OR 581-3681 or www.lan-
manproperties.com. 
00 
2 BR UNF. APT. W/ STOVE, 
REFRlG. AC. LAUNDRY IN 
COMPLEX. TRASH PD. 1305 
18th ST. $395 MO. SINGLFJ 
$460 2 ADULTS. PH 348-7746. 
00 
For Rent 1,2, and 3 bedroom fur-
nished apartments on campus. 
Signing incentives. Call 348-
1479 
00 
BELL RED DOOR APTS. 1,2, 
& 3 BEDROOM, OFF STREET 
PARKING. NUMBER OF STU-
DENTS NEGOTIABLE, CITY 
INSPECTED AND APPROVED. 
OFFICE 345-1266 OR 346-3161. 
00 
Avail 11/01- June 02: •Newly 
remolded, 4 Bedroom house, 
Central Air, Off-street parking. 
Walking distance to EIU. 276-
5537 
00 
Summer and next year. I &2 BR 
apartmentS. Furnished, very large. 
Ideal for couples. $350-450 per 
apartment. 743 6th st Call 58 l-
7729(days) or 345-
6127 (evenings) 
00 
4 BR Apt Near EIU. Off-Street 
Parking. Nearby Laundry. NC. 
Trash Incl. $250 each. Poleete 
Property Rentals 345-5088. 
00 
Lincoln wood Pinetree 
Apartments has 2 and 3 BR to fit 
your budget. 2 BR are $250-285. 
3 BR are $220-235. Individual 11 
month lease. 345-6000. 
00 
Faculty or mature grad student. 
Duplex w/ garage. Extra nice. 1/2 
block from campus. 345-5048 
00 
NEWLY REMODELED 2 bdrm. 
apt. very close to campus, low 
utilities, 10 month lease. 345-
5048. 
00 
1,2,&3 BDRM. APTS. OLD-
TOWNE MANAGEMENT. 
CLOSE TO CAMPUS. 345-
6533. 
00 
I BLOCK FROM OLD MAIN-3 
BR UNF. APT W/ STOVE, 
REFRJG, DISHWASHER, 
MICROWAVE, CATHEDRAL 
CELILING, INDIV. SINK/VANI-
TY IN EACH ROOM. 
WATER/TRASH PD. $300 EA 
e've got your apartment 
Call us ... 
Jim Wood ,. 
1512 A Street 
P.O . Box 377 
Charleston, Illinois 61920 
A.ea.Ito r 
r;e ~ 
(217) 345-4489 
Fax: (217) 345-4472 
For rent 
FOR 3 PEOPLE. PH. 348-7746 
00 
5 BEDROOM HOUSE 1 
BLOCK FROM OLD MAIN-2 
BATH LIVING ROOM. DINING 
ROOM. KITCHEN. STOVE, 
REFRIG. 5 PEOE @ $200 EA. 
1520 9th ST. PH. 348-7746 
00 
Responsible, caring, part-time 
For Sale 
Fender Rhodes electric piano: 
$200. 2 Wheel hand truck: $50. 
348-0202 or 581-7204 
7123 
Help wanted 
babysiller needed in our home for 
3 children. Experience required. 
Call 235-7706. 
7/15 
$250 a day potential bartending. 
Training provided. 1-800-293-
3985 ext. 539 
8/1 
Cocktail waitress needed, mu51 be 
21 at the place in Ashmore, 8 
miles east of Charleston. Call for 
an interview. 349-8613 
7/31 
Full/Part time night audit. Open 
immediatly, llpm-7am. Apply in 
person at Super 8 Motel in 
Mattoon, or call Doug at 235-
8888. 
7/31 
Stop asking your parents for 
money! Get a job with WEST-
AFF in partnership with 
MCLEOD USA. Currently hiring 
team players & sales-oriented 
individuals. ftiust be aya.iJa~e 5· 
9pm Mon-fri. $9/hr plus incen-
tives. WESTAFF Staff for bu~i· 
ness. Jobs for people .. 217-345-
1303. eoe m/f/h/v 
00 
Get a jump start on your summer 
job! Call WESTAFF In partner-
ship with RliFFALO CODY. 
Currently hiring part time tele-
marketers. Work up to 40hrs/wk 
over summer! Flexible schedul-
ing between 4-llpm Sun-Thu. 
WESTAFF Staff for business. 
Jobs for people. 217-345-1303. 
eoe m/f/h/v 
()() 
Babysitter needed for 3 month 
old. M,W,F 10:45-1:00. Local 
References. Call 345-6457 or 
581-28 12. Ask for Betsy. 
Roommates 
3 EIU seniors looking for 4th stu-
dent to share nice house close to 
campus. 348-3968 
7/30 
Sublessors 
Looking for a sublessor for che 
new apts. on 4th st. in Charleston. 
n.. 618-550-8494 
7129 
Brand new apts. on 4th st. MIF. 
Furnished. Weight Room, Sauna. 
W/D. 847-340-4653. 
7/31 
Campus Clips 
PLEASE NOTE:~ Clips are run lreecl 
charge ONE DAY ONLY for arrt non-prdit. 
campus orgarnzat1onal event No parties oi 
lundraising actlv1ties and events wdl be 
All clips should be sublrutted to The Dail'( 
Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS 
DAY BEFORE DATE OF EVENT. 
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hite Sox say farewell to Lofton 
ith win over Kansas City Royals 
job." The White Sox tied it at 2 in the what I expect from a starter," Royals manag-
CHICAGO (AP) - White Sox Keith Foulke retired the side in the third. Aaron Rowand led off with a single off er Tony Pena said. "He keeps us in the 
anager Jerry Manuel may have found an eighth and D amaso Marte struck out the Royals starter Jeff Suppan and Carlos Lee game." 
temative to struggling starter Todd Ritchie side in the ninth for his third save. followed with an RBI double to center. Clayton led off the fourth with a 
his bullpen. double off the 
Rocky B~X~: allowe Centerfielder, Lofton, joins playoff race as a new member of Giants ~;t~!!c~~nc~ 
two runs in four innin By GREG BEACHAM Tsuyoshi Shinjo and Marvin Benard during a Philadelphia on Tuesday for a three-gam third when 
d three relievers com AP SportS Writer weekend ~eries against Los Angeles because of series against the Phillies. Carlos Febles 
ined to retire the fm injuries. "The White Sox wanted to do Kenny made an errant 
15 Kansas City batte SA.i~ FRANCISCO (AP) - Kenny The Giants' outfielders for the series a favor," Sabean said. "He wanted to come here. throw while try-
as Chicago completed Lofton always wants to be in a pennant race, were veteran retreads Tom Goodwin and ... He's playing for another contract next year." ing to double 
three-game sweep o and the San Francisco Giants have always Shawon Dunston, utility infielder Ramon The Giants hope Lofton will gi Clayton off see-
the Royals with a 4- wanted a leadoff hitter who could play center Martinez, and Tony Torcato, who made bis them a lift in the same way Andres Galarra ond base on a 
· Sunday. field. major league debut this weekend. did last season. After arriving in a July trade, line-drive out. 
Royce Clayto Lofton and the Giants both got what "We're glad to have Kenny, and we Galarraga nearly helped the Giants reach th Clayton then 
nt 3-for-4 with tw they wanted on Sunday when San Francisco got him in the nick of time," Giants manager playoffs. They finished two games behin scored on Wallie 
oubles for the \Vhit acquired the speedy six-time All-Star from the Dusty Baker said. "Not only do we want him, Arizona in the NL West. Harris' sacrifice 
Sox, who complete Chicago White Sox for two minor leaguers. but we need him. He's a proven winner who Sabean might not be done dealing, fly to give the 
their first sweep sine "It's a great opporrunity to get into a will add a lot of excitement and spark the either. He's still looking for a left-hande ·re Sox a 3-2 
taking a three-gam playoff race, and that's always exciting," Lofton team." reliever to add to his bullpen, where Cha lead. 
series from th said. ~It was tough to leave Chicago, but some- Though probably past his prime at Zerbe and Troy Brohawn are the only south- Ordonez 
Cleveland Indians times you just have to go with your heart." 35, Lofton is the~ of true leadoff hitter the paws. made it 4-2 with 
April 16-18. Lofton sacrificed a significant Giants have lacked for years. San Francisco Diaz was 3-5 with a 2.70 ERA in 12 a run-scoring 
"They did amount of potential bonus money to join the expects to play him no more than five times a starts for Double-A Shreveport this season. single off Ryan 
real good job," Manue Giants in a trade that nearly was scuttled sever- week to maximize his effectiveness. Meaux was 4-3 with 16 saves and a 2.68 E Buckvich in the 
said. "(Bob)How al times in µie past few days because of finan- Sanders leads San Francisco with 17 for Class-A Hagerstown, making the South seventh. 
pitched well for us late.' cial concerns. When they were finally resolved, stolen bases, but he typically hits in the heart of Atlantic League All-Star team. In the 
Bob Howr the Giants got the leadoff-hitting outfielder the order. Only struggling veteran Tom "We believe both pitchers have brigh third, Chuck 
2-2) relieved Roe they've lacked for so long. Goodwin has more than 10 stolen bases among futures, and we look forward to immediately Knoblauch sin-
Biddle to sl'art the fift "The team thinks this is really a shot the rest of the roster. plugging them into our system," White So gled to right and 
and retired all nine bat in the arm," Giants general manager Brian Lofton dropped a clause in his con- general manager Ken Williams said. stole second. Luis 
ters he faced, strikin Sabean said. "Kenny wanted to come here in tract with the White Sox that guaranteed a sig- The deal was the second in a week fo Alicea's single to 
oot one. the off.;eason as a free agent, and Lord knows nificant bonus if the team reached a certain the White Sox, who are 14 games behin center scored 
"\Ve knew i we wanted someone here in the leadoff spot." attendance thre..,hold. The Giants, who play in l\linnesota in the AL Central. Earlier in the Knoblauch. One 
was J~ LOttllpen day, The Giants sent right-bander Felix packed Pacific Bell Park, would have certainly week, Chicago sent infielder Ray Durham t out later, Raul 
Homyflsaio!t'<U ~? jus Diaz and left-hander Ryan ~1eaux to Chicago reached the mark. the Oakland Ach.lerics for a minor leagu Ibanez doubled 
oae of those things yo in exchange for Lofton, who's hitting .259 with "~foney b nice, but sometimes you pitcher. to right, scoring 
didn't know who woul eight homers, 42 RBis and 22 stolen bases with have to put that aside," Lofton said. "I know To make room for Lofton, the Giant Alicea to give the 
be throwing after Roe the White Sox this season. He's sixth in the AL how much fun it is to make a World Series. sent outfielder Tony Torcato back to Triple- Royals a 2-1 lead. 
until he (Manuel) call in stolen bases and third in triples. That's why I wanted to get 'vith the Giants." Fresno. Torcato, San Francisco's top pick in th Ordonez 
down there." Lofton will be expected to contribute Lofton sat out of Chicago's weekend 1998 draft, made his major league debut this scored Chicago's 
Starting immediately to a San Francisco outfield that games against Kansas City while trade rumors weekend after he was called up to start tw first run when he 
place of Ritchie, wh was missing Barry Bonds, Reggie Sanders, swirled. He's expected to join the Giants in games in the outfield. led off the second 
skipped his outing wit inning with a 
inflammation in his right shoulder, Biddle Kansas City has lost six in a row Suppan (8-9) then hit Magglio double down the left-field line and scored on 
gave up five hits, striking out three and walk- and seven of eight since a nine-game win- Ordonez with a pitch and struck out Frank Clayton double's double. ~ 
ing two. Ritchie has struggled this season ning streak. The Royals have also lost 23 of Thomas. After a wild pitch and a walk to Notes: Paul Konerko had the day 
with a 5-14 record and a 6.12 ERA. 28 on the road. Jose Valentin to load the bases, Suppan got off. ... Amid trade rumors Kenny Lofton 
"The bullpen picked us up big "We are the same guys, we out of the inning by striking out Jeff Liefer. missed his second straight games .... O rdonez 
time," Biddle said. "They knew from the approach the game the same from the visi- Suppan allowed two earned runs went 2-for-3 Sunday, making him 25-for-53 
beginning of this game that they were going tors dugout as the home dugout," Chuck and six hits in six innings. (.472) with seven homers and 15 RBis over 
to be used. They came out and did a great Knoblauch said. "Every single time he gives me his last 12 games. 
Bear's David Terrell is more knowledgeable now 
and ready to begin sophomore season in the NFL 
BOURBO'.\l~AIS, Ill. 
(AP) - In a little over a year, 
Bears wide receiver David 
Terrell has learned a great deal 
about playing in ilie NFL. 
"With time you 
mature," he said. 
A 2001 rookie season 
of highs and lows while the 
Bears went 13-3 taugh.t him the 
need to prepare better for 
games. 
"Whatever you put into 
it is what you"re going to get out 
of it," Terrell said. "I had an OK 
year. But now the level of play 
has got to step µp, for me. I 
know that and I'm aware of that 
and I've just got to go out there 
and play football." 
Terrell admits to com-
ing into last season a bit over-
confident. But he quickly dis-
covered what many rookies find 
out - talent only takes a player 
so far in the NFL. 
"David Terrell wasn't a 
Michael Irvin or a Jerry Rice 
last year," h ... said. "I had an OK 
season." 
By NFL standards, 
Terrell's rookie year was better 
than OK. Only a handful of 
first-year wideouts had better 
seasons and with 34 catches for 
415 yards he had the best all-
around season by a Bears rookie 
wideout since \Villie Gault in 
1983. 
But he also made some 
mistakes. 
MHe dropped the two 
balls against Detroit that were 
sure TDs. There were some 
more," Bears wide receivers 
coach Todd Haley said. "If he 
catches a few of those dropped 
balls, all the sudden he has 
maybe nine T D s and then he 
had a phenomenal rookie year. 
"But I think David has 
the confidence to bounce back 
from that." 
A confidence shortage 
never was Terrell's problem. It 
still isn't, but he said he knows 
better what he has to do to 
improve. 
"Just go out and attack 
the playbook, attack the films 
on my opponents, look at film 
on myself to find out things that 
I'm doing wrong, things that 
I'm doing right." 
Fourth-year wideout 
Marty Booker made the big 
jump to star status from promis-
ing receiver last year with 100 
catches, and senses Terrell has 
]earned to prepare better. 
"Cur tend to say, 'hey, 
this is like college ball, I can just 
go out there and do this and do 
that,"' Booker said. "But there's 
a lot more studying because the 
guys across from you are study-
ing you very hard and trying to 
capitalize on any little mistake 
you make." 
Terrell's mistakes may 
go beyond the playing field. In 
June an alleged dispute with 
parking attendants outside a 
Chicago nightclub ended with 
Terrell and two men he was 
with charged with misdemeanor 
simple battery. Terrell, who has 
an August court date, said he 
has put the incident in the back 
of his mind. 
He doesn't want to talk 
about the situation, except to 
suggest it isn't worth talking 
about. "You all look into the 
story. You will all know that it 
really isn't a story. I can't 
explain. Just look into the 
story." 
Terrell made a handful 
of standout catches during the 
Bears' first weekend of drills. 
"He's got his head on 
straight," Booker said. "He's got 
all that other stuff behind him, 
behind in the past and he's 
headed for a fresh, clean start." 
Haley agrees. "H e's 
been humbled a bit and realizes 
that it's not going to be easy, 
that he's got to turn it on," 
Haley said. '"If he doesn't do 
that, he'll be sitting." 
Terrell may be humbled 
somewhat, but the former 
Michigan player's trademark 
positive attitude and vibrant 
personality ~till surface. 
"I'm going to still do 
my stuff," said Terrell. 'Tm still 
going to be having fun and jok-
ing and have a smile on my face 
and making wild comments." 
He just plans on mak-
ing certain he does something 
to back up his comments. 
8 
Football team gives 
McDuffie a reason 
to stay at Eastern 
Dr. Rich McDuffie, Director of 
Athletics at Eastern, has decided to 
withdraw his name from considera-
tion for the athletics director posi-
tion at Ball State University. 
The AD at Eastern since 1997, 
McDuffie was one of four finalists 
to interview on the Ball State cam-
pus last week. 
"Ball State is a fine university 
with an athletics program poised to 
do very well with the right leader-
ship. I'm just not sure that leader 
should be me," McDuffie said. "All 
along I have said it would take a 
simply great situation for (wife) 
Judy and I to leave Eastern. We 
both love it here and feel we can 
continue to make a difference." 
Panther teams continue to dom-
inate the Ohio Valley Conference 
with back-to-back combined All-
Sports Championship trophies in 
2001 and 2002. In the last two 
years, Eastern has won 13 OVC 
titles with NCAA postseason 
appearances in football (twice), 
men's basketball, women's soccer, 
1nd volleyball. 
"The past two seasons our teams 
have done so very well I anticipate 
that level of success will continue. 
Can you imagine how I would feel 
if in December Panther football is 
playing for the national champi-
onship and Judy and I are watching 
it on television in Muncie. Again, 
Ball State is a very fine university, 
but so is Eastern Illinois. I may not 
stay at Eastern forever, but right 
now I feel pretty good working 
with and watching the Panthers." 
Domercant having 
All-Star success 
Eastern's Henry Domercant 
scored six poinrs and grabbed three 
rebounds as a member of the NIT 
men's basketball All-Stars as they 
pulled out a 68-65 victory over 
Canada Seniors on Thursday night. 
Brock University in St. Catharines, 
Ontario, hosted the game. 
Domercant, an All-American 
senior, played 16 minutes hitting 2-
7 field goals, 2-6 from three-point 
range. He also had one assist and 
one turnover. Marcus Hatten from 
St. John's led all scorers with 16 
points. Manhattan's Luis Flores 
added 13 off the bench and Will 
McDonald from South Florida 
added 12. 
In the two contests, Domercant 
is averaging 10.5 points, 3.5 
rebounds and one assist. 
Domercant made his second 
consecutive start for the NIT All-
Stars, in the midst of a seven-game 
exhibitions schedule in Ontario. 
Thursday's game was the first of 
four games in as many days. 
The team played games against 
the Canadian Men's 
Developmental Team at St. 
Catharines on July 26, 27, and 28. 
The team has two games remaining 
which take place on July 30 against 
the Ontario All-Stars at Hamilton, 
Ontario. 
The team's final game is against 
GT Express at Etobicoke, Ontario 
on July 31. 
The NIT All-Star roster 
includes 12 players. They are 
Manhattan's Flores, Pittsburgh's 
Julius Page, Kansas's Keith 
Langford, St. John's Hatten, 
Fordham's Mlchael Haynes, South 
Carolina's Rolando Howell, 
Wagner's Nigel Wyatte, and South 
Florida's Will McDonald. 
Utah has two players on the 
team in forward Britton Johnsen 
and center Tim Frost. 
Monday, July 29, 2002 
Don't mess with Texas 
Texas native, Lance Armstrong, wins fourth straight 
Tour de France by largest margin since 1999 victory 
By MICHAEL McDONOUGH 
Associated Press Writer 
PARIS (AP) - Voila! Just like that, Lance 
Armstrong is Tour de France champion for a fourth 
straight time. 
The Texan with the iron legs to match his will 
already is thinking about winning again. And again. 
Looking ahead to 2004 and the possibility of 
becoming the only six-time winner of the Tour, 
Armstrong said his U.S. Postal Service team is "one of 
the strongest in the history of cycling. I hope to ride 
with them for two more years." 
'1t's always complicated, difficult to reach the max-
imum level," he said. "I love the race, my job, cycling." 
Armstrong was right where he seems to belong 
Sunday, cruising toward the tree-lined Champs-
Elysees with a bright yellow jersey on his back. He 
never relinquished the overall leader's shirt after putting 
it on 10 days ago when he took control with his trade-
mark surges through the mountains. 
The 30-year-old cyclist who overcame cancer has 
turned the grueling three-week event into his personal 
showcase. As he cycled in the main pack in Sunday's 
20th stage, he held a glass of champagne - enjoying a 
little sip early on - and he took a congratulatory call 
from President Bush after the victory ceremony. 
"I'm really happy to finish," Armstrong said. "It's a 
difficult race, three weeks. It's difficult menrally." 
Not Sunday, though. The final stage of89 1/4 miles 
into Paris is traditionally a mostly ceremonial ride, and 
Armstrong took time to pose for photographs with an 
arm draped over the shoulders of another rider. 
He could afford to dally. Armstrong's tranquil ride 
to the finish mirrored the rest of the Tour. Neither 
rivals nor the demanding course of 2,032 miles seemed 
to test him during a race with fewer of the unfounded 
accusations that Armstrong takes banned drugs (he's 
never failed a test). 
He covered all that ground with an overall time of 
82 hours, 5 minutes, 12 seconds. The winning margin 
over runner-up Joseba Beloki of Spain was 7:17, mak-
ing it Armstrong's second-biggest victory. He beat Alex 
Zuelle by 7:37 in 1999 for his first Tour de France 
championship. 
Raimondas Rumsas of Lithuania was third overall, 
8:17 back. No other rider finished within 13 minutes of 
Armstrong. 
Thousands of fans watched Sunday, many waving 
the Stars and Stripes, as Armstrong moved closer to the 
Tour record of five titles, shared by four riders. Only 
Miguel lndurain won five in a row, from 1991-95. 
And Armstrong is the first American with four 
Tour trophies. Greg Lemond, the only other U.S. 
champion of cycling's most prestigious event, won 
three. 
Asked about the 2003 Tour, Armstrong said: "Of 
course, I will try to win. n 
As he went up to the podium for the victory cere-
mony, Armstrong waved to the crowd, which roared its 
approval back at the rider who lives in Europe much oi 
the year and often does interviews in French. He 
smiled broadly when he was presented with a bouquet 
of yellow flowers that matched his jersey. Armstrong 
stood with his cap pressed against his heart as the "Star 
Spangled Banner" played. 
The cyclist from Austin, Texas, has inspired many 
people - not just sports fans - because of his strug· 
gle with testicular cancer, which spread to his lungs and 
brain and nearly killed him six years ago. His Lance 
Armstrong Foundation raises money for cancer sur· 
vivo rs. 
"Lance is doing so much for the cancer communi~, 
so we said we have to do something for him," said a 
member of the foundation, Jerry Kelly of Birmingham. 
Ala., who followed the race around France with hi, 
wife. 
Robbie McEwen of Australia - well back in the 
overall standings - won Sunday's stage and took the 
green jersey for the Tour's best sprinter. Laurent 
Jalabert of France woo the red polka-dot jersey as best 
climber, while Ivan Basso of Italy won the white jetse) 
for best young rider. 
Armstrong, meanwhile, was simply the best. 
He seized the lead in the first mountain leg at I.A 
Mongie in the Pyrenees, and nearly doubled it Ill 
sprinting up a tough climb to the Plateau de Beille ir. 
the next day's 12th stage. 
On the formidable .l\lont Ventoux iH tHE souiliern 
Provence region, Armstrong finished third but still 
took a comfortable lead of 4:21 by finishing nearly 2 
minutes in front of his nearest pursuer, Beloki. 
"Armstrong has shown he has the blood of champi· 
oos flowing through his veins," the head of Beloki 
team, Manolo Saiz, said after the Ventoux stage. 
"He is much stronger than us. We see it day after 
day." 
Indeed, despite already holding a daunting edge in 
the overall standings, Armstrong went out and padded 
the lead by 45 seconds in the last three mountain 
stages. 
Then, as if feeling the need to show how truly dom· 
inant he is, Armstrong won the 19th stage Saturday~ 
nearly a minute. 
Even if he doesn't manage to add a fifth or sixth 
Tour title to his collection, Armstrong !mows he's mack 
his mark. 
"Regardless of one victory, two victories, four victo-
ries, there's never been a victory by a cancer s~vor,' 
he said 
"That's a fact that hopefully rn be remembered for.' 
'The Wizard of Oz' joins baseball's elite in Cooperstown 
COOPERSTOWN, N.Y. (AP) 
- Go crazy, folks! The Wizard is 
in the Hall of Fame. 
Fighting back a tear or two, 
Ozzie Smith joined baseball's elite 
Sunday, accepting his position in 
the pantheon of great stars of yes-
teryear with a wonderful speech 
that aptly described his storybook 
life. 
"This is tough," Smith, the only 
former player to be elected this year, 
said, .halting to brush away a tear 
after his son, Dustin, read the 
inscription on his plaque. "I've faced 
many challenges in my career, and if 
I them by difficulty, this 
Cooperstown would 
p of the list. It's almost 
~ Je task to express in 20 
short minutes a journey that has 
taken me over 20 years to com-
plete." 
Not surprisingly, the man who 
took the defensive aspect of the 
shortstop position to another level 
during his 19-year career accom-
plished that - thanking everyone 
from his mom, Marvel, to his high 
school coach, to the man who 
brought him to St. Louis, former 
manager Whitey Herrog. 
Comparing his life to Dorothy's 
journey down the Yellow Brick 
Road in the Wizard of Oz and 
holding a copy of the famed chil-
dren's book in his hands, Smith 
recounted every critical aspect of his 
baseball life and detailed what 
made him a success: the mind to 
dream that the Scarecrow cher-
ished, a heart to believe that the Tin 
Man ached for, and the c-c-c-c 
courage of the Lion to persevere. 
"Ozzie Smith was a boy who 
decided to look within, a boy who 
discovered that absolutely nothing 
is good enough if it can be made 
better, a boy who discovered an old-
fashioned formula that would take 
him beyond the rainbow, beyond 
even his wildest dreams," said 
Smith, who was flanked by former 
Cardinals greats Stan Musial, Bob 
Gibson, Lou Brock and Red 
Schoendienst. 
Smith, who holds six career 
fielding marks for shortstops, 
including most assists (8,375), dou-
ble plays (1,590), and chan~ 
(12,624), revealed a couple of the 
secrets that made him such a deft 
fielder. 
His first glove was a paper bag, 
and he used to lie on the floor of his 
house in the tough Watts section of 
Los Angeles, close his eyes and toss 
a baseball into the air, then catch it 
without looking at it. Over and 
over. He also would throw a base-
ball over the roof of the house, then 
try to run around and catch it. 
"No, I never caught it," Smith, 
who won 13 straight NL Gold 
Glove awards, said with a smile. 
"But it never stopped me from try-
ing. Luckily, I didn't just experience 
the dream for a moment and then 
dismiss it as foolishness." 
Smith, also holding a baseball 
that was sliced in hal£: said the core 
of his journey was a dream that 
took shape in his heart one day 
when he was 12 while sitting on the 
front steps of his home. 
"I remember I was exhausted 
from playing yet another game," he 
said. "I let the dream come into the 
playground of my mind. I embraced 
it. I embellished it to the point that 
I would select the position I would 
play." 
The 47-year-old Smith, who 
retired after the 1996 season, said 
beforehand that he didn't knoir 
how he would react on the dais. 
There was no trademark backB.ip. 
but in a summer that has been hard 
on St. Louis fans with the deaths ol 
longtime Cardinals broadcaster 
Jack Buck and pitcher Darryl Kile, 
Smith gave them and the audience 
of19,000 present a reason to smile. 
"I sincerely believe that there is 
nothing truly great in any man rt 
woman, except their character, thci 
willingness to move beyond di 
realm of self and into a greatrr 
realm of selflessness," Smith said. 
